The close relationship between Russian President Vladimir Putin and Chinese President Xi Jinping is driving what many Russian officials call a developing Sino-Russian alliance. Major achievements have resulted from what the two presidents can accomplish through a top-down approach. However, positive portrayals in official media and some cooperation in diplomatic and military realms have not been accompanied by economic and societal linkages that could produce “thick” connections. Differences over geostrategic, economic, and regional issues and in cultural values have caused some elites and social groups in both countries to express concerns about the growing costs of the partnership. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated these problems, leading a growing number of Russian analysts to say that the Sino-Russian relationship has peaked.
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structure aspects of their “all-weather strategic cooperative partnership.”

At his June 2019 meeting with Xi, Putin claimed, “Today, we maintain very deep and wide-ranging relations with China. We don’t have such relations with any other country.” Xi said: “Russia is not only our largest neighbor and a comprehensive strategic partner, but also one of the most important and most prioritized partners [emphasis added] in all areas of cooperation.”

The semantic difference is crucial. The Chinese side has consistently rebuffed Russian proposals for stronger formal ties.

Some policies the two leaders are able to implement directly are succeeding. Both presidents want their nations to have more influence in international institutions, though Putin and Xi differ in their views of the international system. Xi wants acceptance of China playing a greater role in the existing system, with suitable adjustments. Putin would prefer a more extensive rebalancing.

Both regimes spread disinformation and deploy cyberwarfare. Their diplomats support common positions on many issues at the United Nations and other international organizations, although it is difficult to identify issues where either “partner” has done more than remain silent when they differ.
In July 2017, Putin awarded Xi the Order of St. Andrew, the highest honor for service to the Russian state, in recognition of the Chinese president’s work benefitting Russian and Chinese citizens. That same month China established a gold necklace “Friendship Medal” as its highest honor for foreigners. The first recipient was Putin in June 2018. While this can be viewed as evidence of the two presidents’ close relationship, Xi may be stroking egos. Xi is putting on a good show of partnership while the long-term development support Russia hopes to gain from the relationship remains elusive.

It is hardly a challenge for autocrats to support Internet sovereignty and noninterference in internal affairs. Specific geopolitical issues are more problematic. Even in priority areas of diplomatic and military cooperation, potential cleavages abound. China has not recognized Abkhazia or South Ossetia as independent countries, nor has it endorsed Russia’s annexation of Crimea. Disagreements are downplayed, but the partnership has not yet faced a serious test. Central Asia, India, Xinjiang, Taiwan, COVID-19, or leadership change in either country are among the issues that could expose significant fault lines.

While Russian leaders purport to understand China’s reluctance to legitimize separatism by endorsing the annexation of Crimea, they are less comfortable with Chinese economic ties with Ukraine. China purchases food from Ukraine, aiding its economy. Russia might view the growing Chinese economic relationship with Ukraine as preferable to greater European or US investment there but losing access to crucial military equipment is another matter.

In 2019, China appeared on the verge of acquiring Motor Sich, a major Ukrainian producer of helicopter and aircraft engines. Russian reaction was muted, perhaps because the enterprise had been covertly selling equipment to Russia despite sanctions and the ongoing military conflict. The United States intervened, forestalling the Chinese purchase. Motor Sich has been nationalized. Chinese owners might have allowed sales to Russia to continue. Ukraine’s government will not.

Russia continues to upgrade economic and military connections with Vietnam despite that country’s war with China in 1979 and ongoing tensions over the South China Sea.10 Vietnam’s defense minister spent a week in Russia in February 2020.

Putin and Xi extended the 2001 China-Russia Treaty of Good-Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation at the end of June 2021. It involves mostly low-hanging fruit, based on memoranda of understanding (MOUs). One area where Xi may be reversing Mao Tse-tung’s policy involves the four islands (Northern Territories) Russia seized from Japan at the end of World War II.11 Zhao Lijian, a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson and leading “wolf warrior,” described it as a bilateral issue, but added that “the outcomes of the victorious anti-fascist war should be earnestly respected and upheld.”12 This may simply be a way to put pressure on Japan, but it could augur a policy change.

Putin and Xi have used their authority to order joint military exercises. These maneuvers represent significant cooperation, yet often reflect differing priorities.13 The joint exercises receive enormous attention, as these leaders intend.14 They are designed to maximize the psychological impact on NATO nations.15

Thus far, the military cooperation remains mutually beneficial, though China is becoming the more important arms producer. Russia already has sold most of its advanced systems to China: the Su35 fighter plane, S-400 missile defense system, and is helping China become the third country with early warning technology.16 Russia now sells more arms to India than to China, a source of tension. China cooperates closely with Pakistan.17

Joint exercises facilitate personal contact between Russian and Chinese military leaders and have become increasingly sophisticated, emphasizing interoperability.18 At the same time, the maneuvers demonstrate competing emphasis. China prefers to avoid provocative activity in the European region. The October 2021 joint naval demonstration focused on Japan.19

Not everyone in either Russia or China is comfortable with the partnership.

2. Pushback by elites and publics

2.1 ELITES’ CONCERNS

Individuals in the international affairs and security communities in both Russia and China have reservations about the partnership. Elizabeth Wishnick provides an excellent summary of the range of debate in China. Some Chinese analysts disagree with Russian views on arms control. China would like a greater role in the Arctic. In economic activity, Chinese involved in policy discussions note that China’s participation often causes Russian local governments to become averse to cooperation. Some Chinese expressed concern that ties with Russia could preclude improving relations with the United States post-Trump. Others foresee tensions with
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12 The 2015 Chinese film “Wolf Warrior” features a Chinese hero who leads a special-operations force in subduing mercenaries led by an American
Russia over who should lead and whether cooperation might result in supporting policies that could damage China’s interests. 20

Discussion on the Russian side has been even more freewheeling. A former first secretary in Russia’s embassy in Beijing, Evgenii Verlin, writes alarmingly about the discourse in Chinese social media demanding the return of as much as 1.5 million square kilometers of territory the Russian Empire seized from China (see maps). Chinese school textbooks shielded by state secrecy laws feature this issue. The Chinese blogosphere portrays Russia as the most abusive of the nineteenth century imperial powers. Posts claim that Russians have failed to develop the economic potential of the lands they stole. China’s highly developed control of social media does not censor these opinions. 21

Verlin claims that the “nationalists and patriots,” who make up more than 90 percent of China’s population, dream of recovering the “stolen territories.” 22 He argues that Chinese are already reclaiming the land in forty-nine- and seventy-year leases. Once they finish with the Himalayas and the South China Sea, they will come for Russia’s water. Ties with Europe would be preferable. Despite the Putin regime’s preoccupation with NATO, Europeans make no claims on Russian land. Verlin’s concerns are reinforced by Colin Thubron’s description of the historical museum in Aihui (formerly Aigun), a place not normally visited by foreigners. Russians are prohibited. A display shows territory north of the Amur River recognized as Chinese in the Treaty of Nerchinsk in 1689 that Russia acquired in the 1858 Treaty of Aigun and 1860 Treaty of Peking.

Thurbon provides a gruesome description of the massacre of Chinese in Blagoveshchensk during the 1900 Boxer rebellion. The Aihui museum features a cyclorama depicting the slaughter, claiming there were 6,000 victims. Aigun itself was “razed to the ground” by the Russians, and the town is now Aihui. 23 Thurbon reported hostile stares from Chinese. When Franck Billé visited the museum, a Chinese man hissed that Rus-

20 Wishnick, “Sino-Russian Consolidation.” During a 2021 online discussion of the Russia-China partnership, a Chinese specialist on Russia was asked if there were difficulties in the relationship. He responded that he would not say anything about the topic now, but might discuss it in person over lunch.


22 See map

23 Colin Thurbon, The Amur, 158.
sians were not allowed there. Billé’s driver explained he is not Russian.\textsuperscript{24}

Thubron’s Chinese companion recounted his own school curriculum instructing him that the Treaty of Aigun, like treaties imposed on China by Great Britain and Japan, was forced on an unwilling China and therefore not valid. Only the 1689 Treaty of Nerchinsk represents a valid mutual agreement.\textsuperscript{25}

A decade earlier, Verlin co-authored an article laying out a proposition that has been reiterated by a number of Russian economic policy analysts: “Russia must finally decide which it prefers—to become an ‘industrial appendage’ of Europe for a time or a raw-materials appendage of China forever.”\textsuperscript{26} Russian officials and some policy analysts praise the relationship; others directly question the wisdom of


\textsuperscript{25} Colin Thubron, \textit{The Amur}, 159.
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tying Russia’s foreign policy to China, accepting junior partner status, or acquiescing to China’s growing dominance in Central Asia.²⁷ China has become less deferential to Russia, increasingly assuming security as well as economic roles in Tajikistan and elsewhere.²⁸ China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is viewed by many as infringing on Russia’s sphere of influence, extending Chinese military and diplomatic power and providing economic benefits to China while driving other nations into debt.²⁹ China has increasingly reneged on providing anticipated economic support to Russia.

High-handed behavior by some Chinese diplomats has exacerbated Russian concerns. Nezavisimaya gazeta editors reported a visit by Gou Yonghui, the Chinese press attaché in Moscow, who threatened serious repercussions unless they retracted a story about problems in the Chinese economy. The article had discussed “unprecedented challenges” facing China, noted the economic slowdown, and stated that Xi’s attack on the private sector made China’s model unsuitable for Russia.³⁰ Others have discussed the flaws in Xi’s “digital dictatorship,” harsh administrative policies, and the threat Xi’s treatment of Xinjiang poses to all of China’s neighbors.³¹

In a recent analysis, Charles Kupchan suggested the Sino-Russian relationship is as strong as it was in the 1950s.³² Ironically, the current partnership in crucial ways is the inverse of the 1950s relationship. Mao and Nikita Krushchov were at loggerheads. Despite serious friction at the top, thousands of Soviet specialists helped to develop China’s economy, science and education systems, and the military, including atomic weapons. Thousands of Chinese studied science and technology in the USSR. Putin and Xi put on a show of friendship, but neither country is doing much to advance the other’s development. Accounts reporting the frequent MOUs rarely follow up on the lack of visible results.³³

Thin bottom-up linkages remain the weak point in the partnership. Without strong social, economic, and professional ties, it will not be difficult for a future leader to change policy.

The 2020 annual “Round Table” discussion of Sino-Russian relations at the Russian Academy of Sciences assessed accomplishments and difficulties. A. A. Maslov noted:

“There is a gulf between the modest cooperation in the business and economic areas and cooperation in the political sphere, where ties are much closer. It is enough to mention that trade turnover between China and the Russian Federation, despite the American-Chinese trade wars, is six times less than Chinese trade with the USA and barely exceeds the level of Chinese trade with the small countries of Eastern Europe.”³⁴

Many ordinary Russians share the misgivings.

---


2.2 PUBLIC OPINION

Opinion in both countries remains skeptical regarding the relationship. Some Chinese graduate students interviewed in 2010 stated that they would prefer to study in Kazakhstan, where they would blend in more easily, rather than risk encountering hostility in Russia. Chinese entrepreneurs, familiar with corruption in China, regard the Russian business climate as particularly corrupt and opaque. Many who wish to continue conducting business in Russia would prefer to live in China and visit Russia only when needed.35

Chinese studying Russian social media found a predominantly negative view of China.36 Russian media reports about China’s response to COVID-19 did not improve Russians’ opinions. Fang Fang’s Wuhan Diary was covered widely in Russian media.37

Despite much recent hype, educational exchanges represent a small fraction of international study on either side. Unlike in the 1950s, Chinese do not view Russia as the place to study science and technology.38

Russians living in areas where Chinese have leased land have staged protests. Demonstrations in the Far East get immediate attention. Incidents in places like
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Chuvashia are less well known. Conflicts have arisen over Chinese activity in markets in many regions. Neither Russians nor Chinese citizens appear to favor armed conflict. Russians were happy to have Crimea again become part of the Russian Federation, but only 20 percent were willing to pay for rebuilding Crimea and fewer than 10 percent thought it worth risking their children’s lives.

Data from Mikhail Dmitriev’s team revealed a profound shift in Russian public opinion from 2014 to 2019. The “Crimean consensus” supporting aggressive foreign policy has been replaced by concern over declining living standards and the costs, financial and human, of foreign military intervention. If Russians are embracing “post-materialist values,” including self-realization and citizen involvement in decision-making, China is not a suitable partner.

Maintaining and strengthening the partnership will require that both sides perceive genuine benefits. Imbalances between the two nations make this difficult.

3. Frustrating imbalances

My teaching and research in the past two decades has focused on how China managed to fix Soviet-type economic, education, and science-technology systems while Russia has failed. Despite problems stemming from the “Xi change” since 2013, China has become the world’s second-largest economy, while Russia has declined. China is Russia’s most important trade partner, while Russia remains a relatively minor player in China’s economic development. The imbalance makes it crucial for Xi to cultivate his friendship with Putin, but returns are diminishing for both partners.

Since invading Ukraine, Russia has become increasingly reliant on China for technology, investment, and support in challenging the United States’ global economic influence. It has been disappointed in all of these areas.

3.1 BOTH CHINA AND RUSSIA DEPEND ON IMPORTED TECHNOLOGY

Russian leaders hoped that China’s position as the global manufacturing hub would make it an important partner in technology development. They ignored the extent to which China itself relies on importing advanced technology. Given Russia’s overwhelming dependence on imports, this generates serious problems. An article by Georgii Bovt attributes much of China’s success to theft of intellectual property.

Despite massive investment and hard work, China remains at least two generations behind the United States, Europe, and Japan in many critical high technologies. China imports about 80 percent of the chips for its auto engines, and nearly all the chips produced in China depend on imports. High-end sensors are 80 percent imported. More than 80 percent of advanced medical equipment is imported. More than 90 percent of Chinese computers use Windows or Apple’s OS X operating systems. China imports 40 percent of the technology for its new narrow-body C919 aircraft. China’s dependence on imports and sanctions make Sino-Russian cooperation in aviation doubtful.

China has 228 supercomputers; Russia just four. Yet China has needed Russian help with the software for its auto engines, and nearly all the chips produced in China depend on imports. High-end sensors are 80 percent imported. More than 80 percent of advanced medical equipment is imported. More than 90 percent of Chinese computers use Windows or Apple’s OS X operating systems.


44 In a recent article, Igor Denisov and Alexander Lukin suggest that rather than bandwagoning or balancing, the two regimes are hedging. Igor Denisov and Alexander Lukin, “Russia’s China Policy: Growing Asymmetries, Russian Politics, 6: 4 (2021): 531-50.


High technology represents less than 15 percent of Russia’s imports from China. There is little serious technology cooperation. Joint technoparks and laboratories announced in MOUs fail to produce tangible results. Russian scientists and talented educators are increasingly moving to China.\(^{48}\)

Russia’s lack of significant economic benefits is clearly visible in the energy sector.

### 3.2 LITTLE POSITIVE ENERGY FROM THE ENERGY PARTNERSHIP

Hydrocarbons and other minerals constituted 76 percent of Russian exports to China in 2019, timber another 8 percent.\(^ {49}\) The limited examples of Russians selling technology have been military equipment and “turn-key” nuclear power plants that likely will be copied.

Given the importance of oil and gas exports to China, price is a crucial consideration. Russia has been disappointed repeatedly. For a decade, China rejected Russian price demands while developing oil and gas pipelines from Central Asia, freeing Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan from dependence on Russian pipelines to the west. When Russia “pivoted” to Asia it accepted a much lower price—well below what it charged in Europe—for sales to China.\(^ {50}\) Price differences have fluctuated over time.

At their meeting in May 2014, Putin and Xi presided over the signing of a natural gas deal that had been in negotiations for a decade. Most hydrocarbon agreements with China have been far from a windfall for Russia. The saga of the major oil and gas pipelines illustrates the ways China has dominated the relationship.

Chinese authorities have consistently sought to diversify their suppliers. Pipelines from Russia allow China to hedge against possible interruptions of maritime supplies but are not essential. During periods of lower

\(^{48}\) Mokretskii, Mamakhamov and Uianaev, “Rossiisko-kitaiskie otnosheniia, 6.

\(^{49}\) Ishikawa, “Russia’s cozy economic ties.”

\(^{50}\) This was confirmed in a conversation with one of the Russian lawyers who participated in the negotiations.
energy prices in 2008-09 and again after 2014, China has played hardball with Russia on financing and pricing. China canceled an agreement to buy a 14 percent stake in the Russian energy firm Rosneft and reneged on contributing $25 billion to build the Power of Siberia pipeline.\(^{51}\) China has become a global leader in wind and solar power development.\(^{52}\)

Russia’s price war with the Saudis and the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in March 2020, at a time of declining global demand, especially from China, added to tensions. During the COVID-19 pandemic, China signaled a desire to renegotiate the already low price for Russian oil. This became less likely with supply chain disruptions in 2021.

In 2021, the Russian energy firm Gazprom for first time revealed data on the cost of Power of Siberia gas for China. In 2020, Russia provided 4.1 billion cubic meters, at an average price of $150.2 per 1,000 cubic meters. Exports to Europe averaged $143 per 1,000 cubic meters. The average price paid by China was slightly higher than that for Europe. Central Asian producers were able to charge more. The average price for Uzbek gas was $180 per 1,000 cubic meters, Turkmen $210, and Myanmar $340. China’s liquefied natural gas (LNG) imports from Russia averaged $230 per 1,000 cubic meters. Nigeria and Malaysia were paid $200; Qatar $275.\(^{53}\)

Given the complications involved with pipelines, the major Sino-Russian gas success story is LNG, supplied to China by the private company Novatek. The gas comes from existing Yamal production facilities not subject to current sanctions.\(^{54}\)

Russian and Chinese negotiators discussed Russia providing electricity to China for more than three decades, but could not agree on pricing. An agreement was signed in 2018 for a plant at the Erkovets coal mine near the Chinese border. In 2020, as China curtailed using coal at facilities outside of China, a decision was made to switch the fuel to gas. This made the location at a coal mine less appropriate, and the Erkovets brown coal is not suitable for other uses.\(^{55}\) The Chinese do not appear to have revived the project despite energy shortages in 2021.

If China has failed to provide the anticipated funding for major energy projects, support for other sectors has been even more disappointing.

### 3.3 China Has Reduced Already Meager Levels of Investment in Russia’s Real Economy

China is doing little to help diversify Russia’s economy. In discussions about Chinese investing in high technology sectors, the Chinese insist on complete technology transfer, including know-how, full documentation, and samples of all experimental production. Russian patent owners refuse to accept these conditions.\(^{56}\) These concerns explain why China provides such a small share of total Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Russia, just 1 percent in 2018 and less than 0.5 percent in 2020.\(^{57}\)

A thorough account of Russian disappointment with Chinese failure to provide economic support was provided by a Russian financial website in April 2021. The bottom line is that “Seven years of endeavoring to get Chinese business to invest in Russia’s real sector and help finance modernization of infrastructure or at least participate in joint projects has come to nothing.”\(^{58}\)

The indictment includes:

- The Chinese reneged on extending credit to build the Power of Siberia oil pipeline.
- The Chinese are not willing to share financing for the pipeline delivering gas to China.
- Chinese analysts determined that the “Eurasia” high-speed rail line from Beijing to Berlin via Moscow is not
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57 finanz.ru. “Kitaiskie investory begut.”
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economically viable within China’s Silk Road framework.

- In November 2016, Gazprom CEO Alexey Miller and the China Development Bank agreed on financing for the Amur Gas Plant to provide products to China. In 2021, the Chinese side withdrew from the project, leaving the Russians to pay for the facility.
- Chinese investment in Russia’s real sector has decreased by 250 percent since 2014.
- Total Chinese investment in Russian businesses has decreased from $2.28 billion to $480 million over that period, a fivefold drop.
- Total Chinese FDI represents less than one-half of 1 percent of all FDI in Russia, down from a 1 percent share in 2018. German FDI is nine times greater ($16.6 billion). Cyprus’ FDI (largely round-trip capital) is 68 times greater ($123.4 billion).
- The Bank of China is the sole Chinese bank that has joined the Russian alternative to the SWIFT payments system.
- The Central Bank of the Russian Federation has been making daily transfers in yuan to Russia’s sovereign wealth fund (SWF), ignoring fluctuations in exchange rates.

At some level the Chinese are relishing the inversion of relative economic and industrial positions over the past century. Prior to World War I, Russia was among the imperial powers seizing territory and imposing economic constraints on China. By 1992, China was growing rapidly while Russia was in crisis. The post-Soviet era began with fifteen years of limited cooperation, a short burst of enthusiasm when Western sanctions induced Russia’s pivot to Asia in 2014, and growing disappointment as Chinese refusal to violate sanctions undermines economic cooperation.

Beyond energy and agriculture, which account for two-thirds of total Chinese investment, Chinese have shown little interest in investing in Russia.

In addition to being overwhelmingly in commodities, Chinese investment in Russia is paltry compared with many smaller countries. Russians shouted at their Chinese interlocutors about this at a meeting in Irkutsk in 2011. Since 2014, Russian negotiators have been compelled to be less belligerent, but they are no less irate. Pakistan has received more than four times the amount China has invested in Russia. Chinese investment in most Central Asian nations dwarfs the amount for Russia. Between 2014 and 2018, total Chinese investment in Russia was perhaps $24 billion, though corruption and covert accounting practices make it impossible to know the true number. During these years, Chinese invested $31 billion in Nigeria and $34 billion in Brazil.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTOR</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mining (including hydrocarbons)</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sanctions have complicated the already fraught situation in banking. While Chinese banks have expanded their global reach, they rarely rank among the top 100 players in Russia. The exceptions are driven by “political decisions at the highest level.”

Conditions for cooperation with Russian firms have become increasingly more complicated, even for Russian companies that are not on the sanctions list. Vladimir Danilov, head of the Central Bank of Russia (CBR) office in Beijing, complained in September 2018 that the Chinese were adopting an excessively broad interpretation of secondary sanctions.

The Chinese and Russian banking sectors have reversed roles within little more than a century. If Russia was the more developed and exploitative imperial power before World War I, China is now the more mature economy, in a position to impose its influence on a weaker neighbor. Yet while the roles of the two countries have changed radically, two Russian analysts find

59 Turitsyn and Turitsyn, “Rossiisko-kitaiskoe sotrudnichestvo,” 128.
61 Author’s personal communication.
62 Zuenko, “Russia’s Far East,”
64 Turitsyn and Turitsyn, “Rossiisko-kitaiskoe sotrudnichestvo,” 132.
that “the basis for cooperation has remained state interests (in this case mediated by group interests), along with state control of the banking structures.”

Russian banks are barely a blip on the screen in China. Meager assets and inadequate staffing have precluded even Russia’s largest banks from establishing full branches. With the sole exception of Foreign Trade Bank (VTB), leading Russian banks have been able to open only representative offices. The same is true for Russian regional banks in cities close to China. Russian analysts attribute this to Russia’s own economic difficulties, but also cite China’s strict banking laws.

One of the major reasons China has far surpassed Russia economically is successful development in some Chinese regions.

3.4 RUSSIAN REGIONS ARE EXPLOITED BY BOTH BEIJING AND MOSCOW

Russian authorities hoped that increased economic cooperation with China would stimulate economic and infrastructure development in Russia’s vast, resource-rich eastern regions. These expectations have been dashed. China’s private sector has demonstrated little interest in investing in Russian enterprises. Where it does find opportunities, the benefits accrue overwhelmingly to Chinese firms involved in agriculture, commodities, and tourism. Moscow authorities tolerate rapacious Chinese activity in many regions, focusing on the profits, while local residents suffer the consequences.

An influx of Chinese in the 1990s provoked xenophobic reactions to Chinese living or owning property in Russia. This was the case across Russia, but it was particularly pronounced in the Far East, where demographic imbalances generate anxiety.

Despite a marked drop in the number of Chinese in Russia compared with the 1990s, prejudice remains. Chinese consistently rank with Gypsies as the groups who should not be allowed to live in Russia. The share of Russians who said the government should limit the number of Chinese living in Russia was 41 percent in 2006, down to 15 percent in July 2017, but back to 39 percent in August 2019. These data contrast with a general improvement in Russians’ views of China as a neighbor, perhaps reflecting the seemingly close relationship between Putin and Xi.

The 2009 Program of Cooperation between the Northeast of the People’s Republic of China and the Far East and Eastern Siberia of the Russian Federation (2009-2018) identified ninety-one potential joint investment projects. After a decade, twenty projects were initiated, only nine with Chinese investors. Two began activity; eight continued to work on technical and legal documents while negotiating with potential investors. Just five remained viable before the COVID-19 pandemic.

Chinese projects have brought few local benefits, while frequently producing tensions. Instances where Chinese investment has “worked” often involve collusion among Chinese actors, local Russian officials, and Moscow authorities to develop ecologically dubious projects. Chinese economic activity in the Russian Far East is increasingly perceived as damaging the environment while generating minimal local income or development prospects.

The border zones with Russia are among the least economically developed of China’s borderlands. Locals ask why pipelines that disrupt lives and cause pollution provide no benefits to communities they traverse. Re-locating polluting factories to Russia after their closure in China, building a coal-fueled power plant to export electricity to China, logging by clear-cutting vast swaths
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of land, and plans to sell Lake Baikal water to China have provoked protests. Chinese firms bring their own managers and technical specialists, hiring locals solely for low-wage work. Moscow’s failure to defend local interests creates tensions within Russia.

Timber ranks second to hydrocarbons among Russian exports to China, if illegal shipments are included. Russian law requires that initial processing be done in Russia. Many of the new mills built in Russia are owned by Chinese. Illegal export has grown, supplying Chinese mills just across the border. In 2019, 51 percent of Russians believed that the extensive fires in Russia’s Far East were set by Chinese to conceal illegal logging.

Chinese tourism has become an important business, but Russians complain that Chinese reap most of the benefits. Tour groups are organized by Chinese firms, using hotels and restaurants controlled by Chinese businesses, often hiring Russians to be “official” personnel in charge when confronted by the authorities. Despite the limited local financial benefits, Russia still suffered from the loss of Chinese tourists when the border was closed due to COVID-19 in early 2020.

Transportation corridors further illustrate how China’s policies have disappointed Russian national and regional development hopes.

3.5 TRANSPORT CORRIDORS: RUSSIA BELTED ON RAILROADS

Russia participates in China’s BRI. Yet Russians find that, as elsewhere, Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) dominate BRI projects, permitting little local involvement. Chinese SOEs support Chinese government goals.

A reliable rail link from Asia to Europe could cut delivery times by three-fourths compared with sea shipping. The cost would be one-fifth of air freight. China’s initial plans projected six economic corridors to Europe.

Just one, China-Mongolia-Russia, traverses Russian territory. The Russian route is not a priority.81

Some Russia experts expressed concern that China would seek to monopolize the construction of all BRI transportation networks. Russia wants to upgrade the Trans-Siberian route and build a high-speed link between Moscow and Kazan. These plans compete with proposals from Central Asian countries favoring routes that allow them to profit from the traffic. Construction costs in all Central Asian nations are lower than in Russia. No Central Asian countries want to purchase Russian equipment; Chinese rolling stock is less expensive and capable of higher speeds. For economic, political, and technical reasons, China has favored Central Asian corridors.82

China’s plans prioritize rail routes to the west through Central Asia to the Caspian Sea and via Iran and Turkey to Europe. In addition to cost and speed, Russia’s 1,520-millimeter (mm) gauge tracks require that the wheel carriages be changed from the European (and Chinese) 1,435-mm width when entering and leaving Russia. The alternative is to transfer the cargo twice. Using containers would make transfers significantly faster, but Russian Railways resists shifting to containers.83 These issues caused Russia to miss an opportunity to profit substantially from the global supply chain crisis resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.

The former director of Russian Railways, Vladimir Yakunin, admits that failure to build the Kazan-Moscow high-speed rail line was due in part to cost and Russia’s inability to put together a strong coalition backing the plan. But China’s refusal to share technology and construction contracts was a major factor. Yakunin claims Chinese are happy to use partner country resources but have no interest in creating “points of growth” or “development belts” that could promote manufacturing in other countries.84

Yakunin contrasts Chinese projects to Russia’s experience working with Siemens. The German company created partnerships with Russian firms and government officials, developing coalitions to produce successful results. The Sapsan high-speed line between Moscow and St. Petersburg works well. The line to Helsinki uses wheel carriages equipped with both track gauges, eliminating delays at the border. This system is suitable for light passenger trains, but less reliable for freight.

The high-speed “Eurasia” route from Beijing to Berlin via Moscow was deemed to be too expensive by the Chinese. Yet Chinese funding for rail lines through Central Asia has far exceeded support for rail infrastructure in Russia.85

Russians continue to seethe over insufficient use of the Trans-Siberian route and Chinese refusal to support a high-speed rail link between Moscow and Kazan. Russian analysts determined that the Kazan project could pay for itself within twenty-two years, even without government grants. Russian negotiators also suggested the Silk Road Fund could support the rail link regardless of profitability due to the importance of creating a single economic space.86

Two Central Asian analysts, Ruslan Izimov and Zamira Muratalieva, are more blunt, stating that “China assigns an insignificant place to Russia in its strategy.” In the long term, the two countries are “likely to once again become irreconcilable rivals.”87

Chinese and Russian economic policy makers have differing views not only regarding collaborative transportation projects, but also about reordering the global financial system. Announcements about dethroning the dollar as the global reserve currency have created alarm, yet de-dollarization is a good microcosm of the Sino-Russian economic partnership. Effusive proclamations have produced modest results.

3.6 DUMPING THE DOLLAR: RUSSIA PAYS, CHINA GAINS

For some leaders in Russia and China, the 2008 financial crisis revived communist-era conviction that Euro-Atlantic capitalist domination in the global economy was coming to an end. Then People’s Bank of China governor Zhou Xiaochuan published a paper in March 2009 proposing that the International Monetary Fund (IMF) create a system to replace the dollar as the world’s reserve currency. Little action was taken at the time.88

A yuan-ruble trade system established on the Moscow market in 2010 amounted to “just a bit more than nothing.” The major explanations for lack of progress involve the currencies themselves. China’s yuan is not fully convertible. The ruble is not considered stable, and partners selling their goods and services to Russia for rubles must purchase something from Russia or risk losses in converting the rubles.89

De-dollarization became a priority in response to Crimea/Ukraine sanctions. When Putin and Xi met in May 2014, VTB and the Bank of China agreed to use domestic currencies in future payments. The de-dollarization effort has been a highly publicized talking point but has not produced a significant shift to using national currencies.

De-dollarization thus far consists overwhelmingly of replacing dollars with euros.90 This remains a priority despite Russia prohibiting imports of European food and medicine.

The heads of the Russian and Chinese central banks in November 2015 agreed to advance reciprocal use of national currencies in accounting. In December 2015, they signed a MOU for the Central Bank of Russia to include the yuan in its basket of reserve currencies.91

During a trip to China in June 2016, Putin sought to reinforce the MOU and encourage more Chinese investment. A few Chinese banks expanded their activity, most notably Harbin Bank, raising its total investment in Russia from ¥5.4 billion to ¥8.75 billion (about $1.3 billion).92 This is one of many instances where implementing the projects described in MOUs and bilateral agreements has required top-level intervention. It also illustrates the limits of even highest-level support.

The CBR reported in 2017 that some 88 percent of Russian exports to China were priced in dollars, as were 73.6 percent of Russian imports from China. The Chinese in 2017 based just 3.8 percent of imports from Russia on the ruble, a slight decline from the 3.9 percent in 2013, before sanctions were introduced.93

Intervention by Putin and Xi, along with Chinese reaction to then US president Donald J. Trump’s tariffs, stimulated more rhetoric about cooperation. At the Eastern Economic Forum in September 2018, VTB and the China Development Bank signed a credit agreement for ¥12 billion ($1.75 million).94 Designed to encourage Chinese commercial banks to become more active in Russia, results continued to disappoint.95

Russian investments in Chinese currency repeatedly have produced short-term losses. Russia purchased $3.9 billion in the third quarter of 2018; $8 billion in the fourth quarter; and $11 billion in the first quarter of 2019. After new US sanctions in the spring of 2020, Russia bought a record $44 billion of yuan. Russia paid a substantial price. Trump’s trade war caused the yuan to drop from about ¥6.2–¥6.4 to ¥7 to the dollar. Russia’s loss was calculated at $5 billion.96

Russia invested nearly 15 percent of its currency reserves in yuan, reducing holdings in dollars. Nevertheless, at the end of 2018, not long after Xi presented Putin with China’s new “friendship” award, China rejected an agreement to reduce the role of dollars in bilateral trade. The Chinese also cut back on investment in Russia, refusing to help finance the Amur gas processing plant.97
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Contradictions between effective economic policy and geopolitical goals were clearly apparent by the end of 2019. Russia purchased some additional US government debt. Russian Finance Minister Anton Siluanov explained that this was due to the economic situation: computer models indicated the purchase was sound economic policy. Siluanov added that it is not possible to base investment policy purely on politics.98 This purchase brought Russian holdings to a bit over $6 billion, a marked reduction from the high point of $170 billion in 2010. China, at $1.251 trillion, continued to be second to Japan in holdings of US government debt.99

During a March 2021 visit to China, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov called for more efforts to reduce using the dollar in global trade. Russia’s ambassador to China, Andrey Denisov, stated that China had become Russia’s largest trading partner, with bilateral trade reaching $107 billion. Denisov claimed that 25 percent of reciprocal trade was being conducted in national currencies, compared with just 2 percent to 3 percent in 2014.100 Some Russian press coverage of Lavrov’s visit was less upbeat. Lavrov elicited no Chinese willingness to take joint action in response to sanctions. Efforts to reduce dependence on the dollar remained mostly in the form of MOUs. In the total bilateral trade of $107 billion in 2020, just $3.3 billion was in national currencies. That is closer to 3 percent than the 25 percent claimed by Russia’s ambassador.101

Another option that could reduce reliance on the dollar is digital currency. The Chinese, Iranians, and Russians are developing their own digital currencies, creating alarm in some circles that the dollar’s role as the global reserve currency is under threat. Yet challenges in using digital currencies remain significant. Mushrooming private systems have generated a slew of options. None has managed to establish value beyond what buyers and sellers determine the price should be on any given day.102

Obstacles to financial cooperation emanate from both sides. Russia fears that Chinese dominance in BRI al-

ows them to play a growing role in Central Asia, with greater use of the yuan enhancing China’s influence. The relative stability of the yuan’s value makes it attractive for Russian exporters, while the ruble’s weakness makes it much less desirable for Chinese selling to Russia.  

Putin and Xi discussed de-dollarization by telephone in 2021. Progress remains difficult: “When it comes to money, it seems that the lofty ambitions of political leaders are no match for the insufficient liberalization of the Chinese financial system and the unwieldy Russian economy beset by sanctions,” Vita Spivak writes.  

Russia and China have achieved no greater success in creating new international payment systems to replace SWIFT.  

3.7 ALTERNATIVES TO SWIFT  

Russia and China have discussed ways to diminish the threat of the United States and Europe weaponizing the SWIFT international payments system. When excluding Russia from SWIFT was proposed following annexation of Crimea in 2014, some Russian businessmen and legislators called it the equivalent of declaring war. The Central Bank of Russia began developing its own financial payments system (sistema peredachi financesnykh soobshchenii or SPFS) as an alternative to SWIFT in 2014. Threats to exclude Russia from the SWIFT system convinced Russian Deputy Finance Minister Aleksei Moiseev that Russia needed a fallback option. The new system was first tested in December 2014. CBR head Elvira Nabiullina informed Putin that the Russian system was ready in March 2017.  

In November 2019, Siluanov announced plans for Russia and China to establish a new international payments system. Thus far this remains in the realm of aspiration.  

By February 2020, more than 400 Russian banks had joined SPFS, exceeding the number enrolled in SWIFT. The system was being used for about 20 percent of internal Russian settlements. While twenty-three foreign organizations are contractually “included” in SPFS, only twelve currently use it. The Chinese government has not prevented Chinese banks from joining the Russian system, but neither has it encouraged them. Only one Chinese bank, the Bank of China, is a member. Russian bank use of SPFS nearly doubled in 2020, with monthly internal transfers reaching about 2 million rubles (about $27,000). To encourage users, the CBR sought to lower costs and streamline integration with other payment systems. Price reductions encouraged Russian banks to expand their use of SPFS for domestic settlements. Much of the cost of the system is now paid by Russian state banks.  

Rather than Sino-Russian cooperation producing a convergence of the two economies, Russia increasingly is “following the Chinese path.” Simply proclaiming agreements at the highest level will not “undermine the USA financial hegemony or change the world financial system.”  

4. Conclusion  

AN AXIS OF COLLUSION/CONNIVANCE  

Problems in the Sino-Russian economic relationship magnify other ongoing difficulties. While still in some ways an “axis of convenience,” the relationship is not a successful strategic partnership. The ties between Putin and Xi increasingly appear to be an axis of collusion/connivance. Putin and Xi connive to undermine the Euro-Atlantic vision of a globalized world dominated by market democracies. They collude to convince everyone that a relationship based overwhelmingly on what two lead-
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ers can do to make the world safer for autocrats represents long-term collaboration between two large nations with different trajectories and interests. They connive to reduce the role of the dollar in the global economy, but only Putin is brave or desperate enough to pay the price.

Putin connives to elicit financial and technological assistance from China while insisting Russia is an equal partner. Xi does his best to soothe Russian egos while Chinese officials and businessmen consistently frustrate Russian expectations. In 1997, Jiang Zemin and Bill Clinton announced they would pursue developing a “constructive strategic partnership.” Putin might want to reflect on how that turned out. It may be that the partnership depends on the continued ability of Putin and Xi to change the rules to remain in power.

In Moscow, officials connive to portray Chinese rebuffs as victories. The most recent Chinese rejection of Russia’s repeated calls for a military alliance came during Lavrov’s visit to China in April 2021. Achieving neither investment to help Russia modernize nor a military alliance, Lavrov returned to Moscow describing Sino-Russian relations as something far more significant than a mere military alliance.

Xi and Putin are doing what two leaders can do to create a partnership from the top down. It has been working moderately well, though hardly at the level of an alliance, in the realms of diplomacy and military exercises. Less cooperation exists in economic and social-cultural realms. Fault lines, including differences in diplomatic and geostrategic interests, disappearing returns from the economic relationship, local protests over Chinese environmental and other abuses, and discontent among elites in both countries, point to significant challenges.

Alexander Lukin edited an invaluable book on the Sino-Russian relationship. In a July 2021 interview with Global Times, he emphasized the ways Russian and Chinese national interests correspond. Yet in September 2021, Lukin published an article asking if the cooperation had peaked. He is correct that the relationship is past its peak. The data presented here suggest that real support for the partnership always emanated from the “peak”—the two presidents. Both will find it increasingly difficult to maintain the collusion in the face of growing economic challenges magnified by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Policy

Groups in elites and society in Russia and China with reservations about the partnership should be encouraged. The discussion of concerns among analysts in both countries noted above could be greatly expanded. Neither Russian nor Chinese society sees the other as its preferred civilizational partner. Exploiting fragilities begins with promoting maximum public discussion of environmental, economic, and societal concerns. Subtle efforts should be made to raise the same issues in interactions with diplomatic, military, and academic interlocutors from both countries.

Many discussions of how the United States could respond focus on separating Russia from China. A more promising approach would be to seek to restore the Sino-US relationship to what it was prior to China’s “Xi change.” While Xi intensified policy shifts initiated under his predecessor, Hu Jintao, the direction was not inevitable. In the first decade of Deng Xiaoping’s reforms, there were four periods of reversal. Each time, economic contraction helped coalitions of groups benefiting from China’s opening to revive reform policies.

China’s economy now faces serious difficulties. The struggle over Xi’s effort to serve a third term may present the last opportunity to put China back on the path that made its economic success possible. Chinese who question the wisdom of abandoning term limits should be encouraged.
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Nascent efforts to foster bottom-up linkages between environmental groups confronting climate change challenges in both societies should be encouraged.\(^{119}\)

One of the strongest signals the United States could send would be to sanction Novatek, complicating its LNG exports to China. The company is seeking additional funding. Stronger restrictions on Russian oligarch Gennady Timchenko’s economic activity would affect Putin directly.\(^{120}\)

Finally, despite the serious concern voiced in U.S. reports about China’s growing nuclear weapons capacity, Russia is the country that has consistently evoked its nuclear arsenal as a guarantee against Chinese territorial aggression. China’s growing nuclear weapons capacity will change correlation of forces with Russia.\(^{121}\) This deserves greater attention.
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